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The Flamingo Resort Hotel is located in S. Margherita di Pula about 40 km from Cagliari and 43 km
from Cagliari-Elmas airport. The hotel is located exactly at km 33.800 of the state road (SS) 195
Sulcitana.
Organized transfers from/to the airport
On 22/09/2022 some buses hired by IN will be available at Cagliari-Elmas airport which, at times
yet to be determined, will take you directly to the Flamingo Hotel.
On 09/24/2022 there will be rental buses that will take you from the Hotel Flamingo to CagliariElmas airport.
Train-bus. From the 'Elmas Aeroporto' station it’s possible to reach the railway station in the
center of Cagliari (Piazza Matteotti) in about 6 minutes with a ticket costing € 1.30 (one way) that
can be purchased at the Ferrovie dello Stato automatic ticket machines (in the hall Arrivals at the
airport terminal and at the station), all ticket offices and authorized sales points, as well as on the
Trenitalia website (http://www.trenitalia.com/; Trenitalia call center 89 20 21). The average
frequency of connections is about 1 train every 20 minutes from shortly after 5 in the morning to
shortly after 21.
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Next to the Cagliari railway station in Piazza Matteotti there is the ARST station, where you can
take bus N ° 129 towards Sant'Anna Arresi which in 50 minutes leads to Santa Margherita di Pula,
1 km from the Hotel Flamingo Resort (stop “SS 195 Ex Dck-orti Di Nora”). Cost of the single ticket
3.10
euros
(tickets
can
also
be
purchased
online
from
the
website:
https://pos.dropticket.it/arst/scelta-tdv). Attached are the bus N ° 129 timetables.
Link directions from google maps:
from Cagliari ARS to Hotel Flamingo Resort - Google Maps

Directions for arriving by car at the Hotel Flamingo Resort from Elmas Airport - Cagliari
Take the airport exit (via dei Trasvolatori) proceeding towards Cagliari and taking the junction for
the SS130. Once on the 4-lane road, continue for about 4.6 km. Keeping to the left, at the
crossroads, follow the signs for the SS195 / Pula and enter the SS195. Drive about 35.9 km always
keeping the SS195 road, crossing about 8 roundabouts. Pass the town of Pula without entering the
town and turn left at km 33.800. You will find the hotel entrance after about 1 km, directly on the
sea.

